Detection of occult neoplastic infiltration in the corpus callosum and prediction of overall survival in patients with glioblastoma using diffusion tensor imaging.
Corpus callosum (CC) involvement is a poor prognostic factor in patients with glioblastoma (GBM). The purpose of this study was to determine whether diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can quantify occult tumor infiltration in the CC and predict the overall survival in GBM patients. Forty-eight patients with pathologically proven GBM and 17 normal subjects were included in this retrospective study. Patients were divided into four groups based on CC invasion and overall survival: long survivors without CC invasion; short survivors without CC invasion; long survivors with CC invasion; short survivors with CC invasion. All patients underwent DTI at 3T MRI scanner. Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) values were measured from genu, mid-body, and splenium of the CC. The mean values of these parameters were compared between different groups and Kaplan Meier curves were used for prediction of overall survival. Patients with short survival and CC invasion had the lowest FA values (0.64 ± 0.05) from the CC compared with other groups (p < 0.05). Receiver operator characteristic curve (ROC) analysis indicated that a FA cutoff value of 0.70 was the best predictor for overall survival with an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.77, sensitivity 1, specificity 0.59. Kaplan-Meier survival curves demonstrated that the mean survival time was significantly longer for patients with high FA (>0.70) compared with those with low FA (<0.70) (p < 0.001). FA values from the CC can quantify occult tumor infiltration and serve as a sensitive prognostic marker for prediction of overall survival in GBM patients.